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Li-ion Battery Application 

Coretec HexaSilane™                            

6x the silicon for superior performance. 

Feature    Benefit 

 Process as liquid or gas  > Lower cost processing of vapor-liquid-solid or electrospun silicon nanowires 

 Novel product forms   > Produce silicon nanowires, silicon coated carbon nanotubes, or carbon-silicon 

        core shell nanostructures 

 Long shelf life    > Two-year shelf life when stored at low temperature 

 Liquid storage and transport  > Lower storage and transport costs compared to gas 

Coretec HexaSilane
 
delivers six times the silicon in one 

molecule, making it an excellent liquid silicon precursor for 

Li-ion battery anode applications.  

Its liquid state provides distinct advantages for processing 

novel carbon-silicon nanostructures, at lower cost, as a     

direct replacement for graphite in high energy lithium ion 

battery anodes. A key benefit is superior charge-discharge 

cycle lifetime and increased energy density. 

™ 

The Challenge 

Lithium ion batteries are a dominant source of energy storage for portable, mobile applications  

ranging from electronic devices to electric car batteries. After years of advances in energy cycle   

lifetime, cost, and performance, continued market growth remains dependent on further                  

improvements in energy density, while maintaining cost and cycle lifetime. 

The Possibility 

Coretec HexaSilane’s unique liquid state makes it possible to increase energy density by replacing 

the graphite anode commonly used in lithium-ion batteries with silicon-carbon nanostructures and 

alloys. These materials store more lithium ions, while reducing the potential for damage as the      

silicon expands. Silicon-carbon nanostructures demonstrated include silicon coated carbon nano-

tubes and core shell nanostructures, using HexaSilane as a replacement for the binder, and carbon 

coated silicon nanowires grown by electrospinning or by the vapor-liquid-process. Silicon alloys 

demonstrated include Ge, Li, B, Co and P. 
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Example of electrospun silicon-carbon nanowires (SiNWs) used in a Li-ion battery anode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The electrospun SiNWs exhibit a good electrochemical response with little fade after the second cycle, i.e., after the formation of a 

solid electrolyte interphase layer. HexaSilane™ route to synthesis silicon-carbide-anode materials are successful with carbon nano-

tubes-silicon, carbon-black, etc., without vacuum.  

 

Silicon coated carbon nanowires using HexaSilane™ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact 

The Coretec Group, Inc. 

6804 South Canton Avenue, Suite 150 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136  

+1 (918) 494-0509  

www.thecoretecgroup.com 

info@thecoretecgroup.com 
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